Spare Hearts

Lace up those bowling shoes! Candy and
Sterling are the perfect couple, and fans of
sweet, sexy love stories will be chuckling
and sighing all the way through. Spare
Hearts is so much fun youll want to read it
twice. -- Megan Hart, NYT Bestselling
author of The Space Between Us XXX
Stuck in this dead-beat town for too long,
Candy Jameson is itching for some action.
And the magnetically sexy, Sterling Dey
might just be her chance to get back in the
game ... at least for a night. Soon the sparks
flying between Candy and Sterling ignite
into a fiery encounter that scorches the
lanes. But when Sterling wants more than
just one night with Candy, shes not sure
shes ready to bet her heart on a one-night
stand.
Former professional bowling
champion Sterling Dey wants to reclaim
his title. This sleepy alley in a small Texas
town with no distractions is the perfect
place to practice-until Sterling lays his
eyes-and more-on the joints sultry night
manager. As attraction becomes more than
desire and the pins start stacking up against
them, Candy and Sterlings future may just
come down to the roll of the ball.
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